Pure Materialism.

Denies fact of immediate experience that physical phenomenon is context of conscious but is not consciousness. To say that conscious energy is the same as physical energy involves an obvious petito principle.
Automation
Causal relation only one way. Denies control of body by mind.
Involves the difficulty of the physical act in mental.

Interaction
Denies conservation of energy.

Parallelism
Involves question of how things may be parallel and yet independent.
Physiology of Memory

Goldstein
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Ch 4. Titchener

What is suggestion?
Try exposure on people.
Last day, running of chapter of "Lifeless."

Miller, Criterion of Art.

"This analyze of course of memory and colors."

Ebbinghaus Primary Psychology, test between mind and body (conservation of energy).
sensory / physiological activity

parallelism
interactions

epiphenomenal
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